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The purpose of this work is to evaluate the air infiltration through the high buildings and in the 
same time to determine the exchange of the air between the rooms and the influence of the heat 
transmission for these exchanges. The method of approach for this problem is a network model. 
This is a grid system in which the nodes are the rooms or zones of the building and the connection 
between two nodes simulates a flow path of a given resistance. It was built a computer program for 
predicting the interactions between different zones which was applied for a given case of a building. 
The results obtained generate a complete image of the air flow in the building. The values of the 
flow rates infiltrated into the building give an average of 0.16 h-1 for the number of changes of fresh 
air I hour. This only value demonstrates, clearly, the importance of the airtightness of a building 
envelope. We save energy by insulating better the buildings but how far we can go as we could pay 
this with our health because of the lack of fresh air. More, the cost of a ventilation system would be 
very important when rehabilitation works are made in order to increase the insulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is known that since the mid 1970s there ha.S been an urgent need to reduce the use of energy in 
the heating and cooling of buildings world-wide. In the developing countries, the energy 
consumption for maintaining an acceptable environment in buildings constitutes by far the largest 
part of the total energy demand for these countries. Therefore, numerous measures have been taken 
to reduce the energy for heating and cooling buildings. One major initiative was to reduce the heat 
transmission through the envelope of the buildings. That was fulfilled by increasing the properties of 
the insulation. Another important and easily to do measure was to decrease the air infiltration 
through the joints of the windows and doors. These two measures achieved their main task but they 
produced, too, some problems with the amount of outside air require4 to assure acceptable indoor 
air quality for the occupants. This disagreement, between the saving of energy and indoor air 
quality, is very important in Romania now - where finally the measures regarding the save of energy 
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have: become a,., national priority. A lot of blocks;9fflat� (wit}t-4 -� 10 floors) were built .in Remania 
during 1950 - 1990. U�ortunatelly, th� in.sulation··of these.buildings was very poor (the average 
thermal resistance was half. of the current value �hi�l,;l �is closed to the standarqs of .the Western 
Europe: The air infiltratio.n. through th�ijoints of th� .. wj,Qdows and dQprs reached; too1 signifi�l!llt 
values. At the moment, , in Romania;lfthere are many .�r��ches conce.ming the,r.decrease of the 
consumption of energy,,:by mcrea,sjng the '.insulation and reducing, the air leakage·J>f the buildings 
designed between 1950 - 19-9.Q. :Th�refore, we n� to e.yaluat�Jhe air..i�ltratiop.J!i ,the buildi!igs 
with high air leakage (designed before J990) and what happens w,ith th�_se �W.14ings .if we increase 
the degree of the airtightness. The comparaison of the results obtained for these two cases could 
show the necessity (or not) of a ventilation system. In this case, we can evaluate the costs of a 
ventilation system which could overcome die save·of energy madeby insulation. 
So, our purpose is to evaluate the air infiltration through the buildings with low or high air leakage 
and in the same time to determine the intera�tfoh ·betweeri'the rooms and the influence of the heat 
transmission for these interactions. 

METHOD OF APPROACH 

The- method of approach considered is a network model. The nodes in the network are represented 
by the rooms or the zones determined in a building. The connection between two nodes simulates a 
flow path whose resistance is known. Each' node in 'the ·network represents i pressure value which 
is usually known for the nodes outside the··biillding!bti.l<'must be detemlined·for tl1e internal nodes. 
The main ipothesis of this method are the following : each zone is described by two scalars : 
pressure and temperature; the value' of the •t etnperatufe· is cal�ulated fu the centre of the node and is 
supposed constant for the entire volume of the zone; the value of the pressure is assumed variable 
on the height for every zone; we define a reference pressure at the base of the nodes and we add the 
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so-called "thermal pressure"; there is a mass transfer between the boundaries of the nodes through 
the openings; the heat transfer by convection, conduction and radiation is important only for the 
boundaries of the staircase(for the high bUildings)- ·the heat traiisfer for the:oth�n,.odes'is supposed 
achieved only by the circulation of the air. In order to impose' ihe bdundatY. ci>ndlttorls, we define 
some nodes outside the building. The discretisation of the domain is made in function of the type Qf 
the equation which are i tb be solved, see figiit'e 1 ( m.ass balm e equatitin ror )henii3.I balatt'be 
equation). '1 ,i:;,r ?' ,:, ; ::: ._; 
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We ·:ca:rF notice that the staircase· zone is\ cdnsidered as: one node for the mass balance' equations 
(figure 1-:Ieft) and for thermal evaluation as one node for·each floor (figure .1- right). We applylhe 
mass balance equation fo�•· each zorte ,an.dz the solutiofi· of the' system of equations is made 
cOO.Sidering� knoWn. the vaitle of the temperatlires in the whole domain. The unknown is•· the 
reference pressure. All the terms: of the' mass balance equations will be writtetf as :a function of the 
<reference pressures. We can estitnate•the flow rates,; m3/s;:betWeen the nodes considering a specific 
crack flow equation for evecy opMing.' The openings have been clas'sifted in : · , 

-large,6pening:s'(tutbtilent flow}, the equation being; _,!· · 1 -·�:S· ii.' 
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where : Cd - flowr.coefficient� A - surfa9e of the..pJ?ei¥�g, m ; 
L\p -pressure difference, Pa; p - density, kglm !.·. · 

-small openings (laminar flow), in this case the equation is: 
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where : b -width of the op�, m; h -.dep�h of th� 9pening, m�, 

L - length ofthe,,qpeniµg, m; µ ,.dyn3Ill!�,;y;i�pos�ty of the air, �a s 
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; _ - wi4er� opening� (�he flow is �the tran�i�\an,re.giop), ,the equation is ·!he following : 
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whe�e ,:.,� -flo1',Y,��1P,�ie�t, .pi3/��a; n -· exp��ential coe.pici��;. ;Sf:''.·:"L',J:. '• 
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• � ;�, J1" . . � ·�'-� ... � .  ; ;.. ' ... ;'-{(.� :- .i}' • . .. fi .:<· ;f,.. .J '£�. air 1 �tranon tf]fpugfi ���.,epe�gs depr,�.�s .pn the temperatµre�, of tQ� .3:1f; ,.aqfi. th� 
temperatures influence the estimation of the density. We use a thermal balance equation in, .9�der to 
obtain the temperature of the staircase nodes. By applying the mass balance equation for each zone 
and considering the flo� eq�!ion for every opening, results a �stem of'non. .. -linear equations in 
which the in.tenlal pressures can be determined only by an i,terative solution. The �non...- linear system 
was transTurmed'ilif<Ya liiiearsystem by'·using a classfo Newfonme�hod. Th� linear· 8Ysteni is solved 
by one.of the forms of Gauss -Seidel method which always leads to the convergence. It was built a 
computer program .. which follows the procedures described ·abovei· The structure of this computer 
progran:i.,, 1the cqnvergence tests, as �eij a� other ipothesis and yalues are presented in the figure 2. 
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RESuLTS. CONCLUSIONS.,�· .;
:. 

i 
. 

• 
- .. , 

. The computer progr�, was a:{>plied for a building located in the icentre of a large city, 
Bucharest....Jt w.as .�P.nsi..dered_a.b.uik:ling with four floors and each-i:oom represents a zone (figure 3 ). 

The staircase was divided in four nodes for the thermal calculation (a node/floor). The 
values for the surface pressure. ffO�mcient due to the wm�· (stati�pressure coefficient, Cp) are taken 
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according to the BS (British Standards) .5925/q9so, depending on the ratio height building 
(H)/width building (Bb): 0.9 and l�gth builcling (L1>)/width bu_ilding (Bb}.: 1.02. . . 
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There are the all three categories of openings : large openings, the equation which describe the 
dependency of the flow rate on the pressure difference is (1), where Cd= 0.61 (flow coefficient); 
small openings - equation (2); wider openings - equation (3), where ilie coeffiqients are�= 8 x I 0-5 
m3/smPa and n = 0.67.0ther ipothesis: the Wind speed (time mean wind speed}�during the winter: 
2.4 mis; the value of the external pressure at a arbitrary height is equal with the sum of the pressure 
due to the wind and the pressure due to the stack_ effect at that height; the temperatures of the 
internal zones are known at the beginning and .the pressures are given by a reference pressure plus 
the pressure due to the stack effect and the temperature of the external zones are supposed constant 
(-15°C) . According to the plan of the building, there is a number of 77 openings (34 openings 
directly outside-inside : windows, doors, hatch) and there are, too, 32 internal zones (Z l-Z32), 17 
external zones (four for each side of the buQding plus one zone over the building, Z33-Z49) -
namely 49 nodes. These considerations are shown in the figure 4 . The program gives the values for 
all the 77 volume flow rates through the ·tracks af the ·stUdied building. We present in the table 2 
the values of the number of changes of fresh air I hour for the main rooms of the studied flats. We 
can notice that the values obtained are extremely low in comparison with the values recommended 
by the 11Heating plants. Design h�1 requirements ·computatioti:: fof buildings. '<:\omptltation 
specifications" SR 1907-1 (Romania). That demonstrates clearly t_he impo!"tance of the airtightness 
of a building envelope., On';tfi� o�'handi;"we·�an· save 1eriergy· by' increasfug the insuJation, but, on 
the ot�e�__l� �ci. w.� .. 9!l!J. _pay_ tbi�_ with....o.ur .. health .. hecause.. of the Jack..of.Jresh. airr-Ihe-:-p:resented 
method could be applied for p_redicting the ai.t; infiltration in the exi.stjng buildings: �d' \Ve could 
appre�i�te, t9.Q, for il 1d�si&A�4 buj.lqjpg jf _tq� amount bf .fr.esh .air .infiltration is satisfactory, or, on 
the cont!ary, .�� are .!fo�s:�d._'_!_�- i!!_cr�e._Jh� -flQ.w _rme _Qf fresh_ air .. by_ a _ _y.entilation system.' We 
consider this method very useful for estimations regarding the ratio between the degree of 
insulation of the buildings and the indoor air quality inside these buildings. This method could help 
also for predicting the transport of contaminants and air borne particles between zones (which is 
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important in hospitals and factories) as well as the spread of smoke in the event of fire inside the 
buildings. NORTII-EAST 

(0,F I,F II, Fiii) 
Zl-4 

Z4S-48 

Z25-28 

Z33-36 

Z37-40 

Z9-12 

hatch 
Z49 

Fijl;Ufe: 4 Network of nodes 

TABLE 2 : Number of changes of fresh air I hour 

Floor/zone Flow rate Number of changes Floor/zone Flow rate 
(figure 4) (m3/h) of fresh air I hour (figure 4) (m3/h) 

'111) 
0/1 9.6 0.30 W3 0.8 
015 7.5 0.31 W7 0.6 
019 18.4 0.24 Wll 0.8 
I/2 7.8 0.24 IW4 3.9 
I/6 6.1 0.25 Ill/8 3.1 

I/10 13.5 0.18 Ill/12 3.9 
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